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Company news  
 

Purplebricks Group (PURP, 85p, £261m mkt cap) 

Hybrid on-line estate agent, supported by local property agents (LPAs). FY (Apr) results. Rev +13%, £90.9m; adj 

PBT £3.4m (FY 20, -£5.5m); stat PBT, £3.6m (-£9.2m); EPS, 2p (-6p); div 0p (0p); net cash, £74m (£30.8m). 

Instructions, +14%, 58,043; market share of properties sold by volume, 4.6% (5.1%); ave rev per instruction 

+7%, £1,501. Recent pricing trials successfully concluded in the North West; new pricing model to be launched 

this month. A new Money Back Guarantee and simplified two-tier proposition is being rolled out nationally 

later this month following successful trials. Outlook: “Financial strength and refreshed strategy in place to 

support the next phase of growth and to deliver on our medium-term target of 10% market share. The market 

for sales is buoyant at the moment, with fall through rates at their lowest in a long time, but with the very 

healthy demand currently outstripping new supply volumes. We expect supply and demand to return to more 

of a balance post summer. As such, it is too early to quantify the benefit from the new pricing structures to the 

current financial year. Our current expectation is for FY 22 EBITDA to be flat year-on-year, in line with market 

expectations, with these strategies expected to accelerate revenue growth and drive progress towards the 

group's medium-term targets over the next few years. Once these initiatives have been successfully rolled out, 

the group will accelerate its marketing strategy to grow instructions and share. As a result of these strategic 
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changes, the Board expects Purplebricks to be able to deliver annual revenue growth in excess of 20% in the 

medium-term”. 

 

Economic data 
 

Construction output growth in the UK hit a 24 year high in June, led by continuing recovery in both 

housebuilding and commercial work, but cost inflation and delivery times continued to mount, according to 

the latest CIPS UK Construction PMI report from IHS Markit (link). The seasonally-adjusted total activity index 

rose to 66.3 in June, up from 64.2 in May. Sharp increases in activity were seen across all three main areas of 

the survey: house building sub-category (index at 68.2) increased at the fastest pace since November 2003; 

commercial work (66.9), with output rising at the strongest rate since March 1998; civil engineering activity 

rose sharply in June (60.7), but the speed of growth eased to a three-month low. Total new orders have 

increased in each of the past 13 months, although the latest expansion was slower than May's survey-record 

high. It was another month of sharply rising employment numbers, to boost capacity and meet incoming new 

orders. The rate of job creation moderated since May but remained among the fastest seen over the past 

seven years. Around 77% reported longer lead times from suppliers with the worse month for supplier delays 

since the survey began just over 24 years ago, especially for products sourced from the EU. Products were in 

short supply across the board, particularly cement, concrete, plaster, steel, timber and roof tiles. Average 

prices paid for products and materials increased at survey-record pace. Adding to cost pressures in June was 

the steepest rise in rates charged by sub-contractors since the survey began. Construction companies remain 

optimistic about growth prospects for the next 12 months. Confidence eased to its lowest since January, in 

part reflecting concerns about labour availability and the sustainability of the recent surge in demand.   

 

In IHS Markit’s accompanying Eurozone report (link), the total index was unchanged at 50.3, the fourth 

consecutive month it has hovered at just above the no-change threshold of 50. Italy continued to show the 

only positive reading, almost 60, of the three featured markets, while France dipped back into negative 

territory and Germany’s decline continued, albeit at close to 50. House building remained the sub-sector to 

signal growth, with further declines recorded for both commercial and civil engineering work. Eurozone 

companies signalled stronger optimism regarding the year-ahead outlook for activity, the strongest since June 

2019. This marked the sixth consecutive month of positive sentiment among. Both Italian and French firms 

indicated strong confidence in June, with the latter at the highest level since July 2019 but German builders 

remained pessimistic. 
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In other news … 
 

Sustainability. Quest for ‘green’ cement draws big name investors to $300bn industry, FT (link, paywall). Start-

ups and venture capitalists are joining global manufacturers, including Holcim and HeidelbergCement, in trying 

to solve carbon emissions in construction’s highest profile and among the most polluting of construction 

materials, which accounted for about 2.6 billion tonnes of CO2 each year, or about 6% of global emissions.  

 

New development. Kent-based private developer Quinn Estates has unveiled plans to create a new £4bn 

mixed-use scheme in Sittingbourne, Kent, according to an exclusive report in Property Week (link, paywall). 

The developer, in partnership with Kent Science Park and a consortium of local landowners, has submitted two 

planning applications for 9,250 new homes, of which around 2,775 will be affordable, four new primary 

schools and a secondary school, 520 acres of parks and outdoor space; and a new sports hub for Sittingbourne 

FC. The project, called Highsted Park, also includes a new junction on the M2 as well as creating a Southern 

Relief Road. It is expected to be delivered at the end of 2023.  
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